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	Images are all around us. We see them in color and in high resolution. In fact, the
	natural images we see with our eyes seem perfectly smooth, with no jagged edges and
	no graininess. Computer graphics, on the other hand, deals with images that consist
	of small dots, pixels. When we first hear of this feature of computer graphics, we tend
	to dismiss the entire field as trivial. It seems intuitively obvious that an image that
	consists of dots would always look artificial, rough, and inferior to what we see with our
	eyes. Yet state-of-the-art computer-generated images are often difficult or impossible to
	distinguish from their real counterparts, even though they are discrete, made of pixels,
	and not continuous.


	Computer graphics is important in many areas including engineering design, architecture, education, and computer art and animation. This book examines a wide array of current methods used in creating real-looking objects in the computer, one of the main aims of computer graphics.


	Key features:


	* Good foundational mathematical introduction to curves and surfaces; no advanced math required


	* Topics organized by different interpolation/approximation techniques, each technique providing useful information about curves and surfaces


	* Exposition motivated by numerous examples and exercises sprinkled throughout, aiding the reader


	* Includes a gallery of color images, Mathematica code listings, and sections on curves & surfaces by refinement and on sweep surfaces


	* Web site maintained and updated by the author, providing readers with errata and auxiliary material


	This engaging text is geared to a broad and general readership of computer science/architecture engineers using computer graphics to design objects, programmers for computer gamemakers, applied mathematicians, and students majoring in computer graphics and its applications. It may be used in a classroom setting or as a general reference.
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XNA 2.0 Game Programming Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2008
Join the game development revolution today! XNA greatly simplifies the development of your own games, lowering the barrier for programmers to get into game development. In XNA, you can start coding your games from the very start, a true revelation compared to other game programming environments. XNA doesn't sacrifice power for this ease of use - it...
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Cisco Field Manual: Catalyst Switch ConfigurationCisco Press, 2002
A complete, concise reference for implementing the most important features of the Cisco Catalyst family of switches

* Review detailed and comparative configuration steps for features of the COS and Cisco IOS Software operating systems
* Understand basic system and operating system management
* Configure Ethernet, EtherChannel,...
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Magento Search Engine OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	You've built a great online store and all you need now are customers. This is where this invaluable tutorial comes in. Specifically written for Magento users, it uncovers the deep secrets of successful Search Engine Optimization.


	Overview

	
		Optimize your store for search engines in other countries and...
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Sustainable Manufacturing: Shaping Global Value Creation (Ecoproduction)Springer, 2012

	The annual series Global Conferences on Sustainable Manufacturing (GCSM) sponsored by the International Academy for Production Engineering (CIRP) is committed to excellence in the creation of sustainable products and processes that conserve energy and natural resources, have minimal negative impacts upon the natural environment and society,...
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Urban Aerodynamics: Wind Engineering for Urban Planners and DesignersAmerican Society of Civil Engineers, 2011

	Prepared by the Task Committee on Urban Aerodynamics of the Environmental Wind Engineering Committee of the Technical Council on Wind Engineering of ASCE. Urban Aerodynamics: Wind Engineering for Urban Planners and Designers introduces the basic tools and technology used by engineers to determine the effects of wind on city streets and...
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Python For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Python is one of the most powerful, easy-to-read programming languages around, but it does have its limitations. This general purpose, high-level language that can be extended and embedded is a smart option for many programming problems, but a poor solution to others.


	Python For Dummies is the quick-and-easy guide to getting...
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